Half-Day Camp: 4K–Kindergarten

**Dirt Detectives** *(Monday, March 25, 2024)*
Grab your spades and get messy as we unearth some surprises in the soil.

**Night and Day** *(Tuesday, March 26, 2024)*
It’s science from sunup to sundown as we explore the extraordinary transformations of every passing day.

**Can You Hear Me Now?** *(Wednesday, March 27, 2024)*
From sound waves to coding messages into outer space, discover the many ways humans communicate.

**Think BIG!** *(Thursday, March 28, 2024)*
Tinkering with big ideas can change our world! Explore some of history’s most important inventions and create your own in the Tinker Shop.

**Fizzy Foamy Chemistry** *(Friday, March 29, 2024)*
Mix up some fun as we combine different materials to observe how chemistry makes things change.